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There’s few things as luxurious as a person
who is comfortable being themselves. And
this can certainly be reflected in what they
choose to wear. One choice that resonates
with many is quality handcrafted leather,
especially a leather jacket. The good news is
a relatively new brand FERVENZI is on the
scene offering the best in luxury leather
jackets direct to customers at attractive
prices. FERVENZI recently launched its new
Fall Collection to high anticipation. Vogue
British Magazine will feature FERVENZI in its
November and December 2020, and January
2021 Print & Digital issues. GQ Life-Style
Magazine will feature them in Print Issues for
December 2020 Till March 2021.

“Our brand encourages individualism combined with luxury styling,” commented Gautam
Kaul President & Co-Founder of FERVENZI. “There is nothing more luxurious, than being or
living as yourself – and your clothes should reveal that. We believe your jacket is an
extension of your true self and it will, # wear your story with you. Each one of us has a life
story – life journey. Whatever heritage, gender, ethnicity, era or style resonates with you,
wear it. “WEAR YOUR STORY” is our mantra.”

With the creative arm of its company based in Miami, FERVENZI is proud to work closely
with local designers and artists from the city as well as others from all over the globe, who
share the brand’s vision and come in to be part of its team. The celebration of this kind of
artistic genius and freedom is a great fit for both the brand and the vibrant, multicultural,
global and youth orientated city, that FERVENZI dearly loves, and is doing its best to give
back to.

The feedback for the young brand has been passionate.

Kevin S., from New York, recently said in a five-star review, “I have wanted a new leather
jacket for over a year now, but nothing resonated with me. A friend recommended
FERVENZI and I am so glad he did. The jacket I touched on was really a great fit for my own
style and personality. When it arrived the fit, its obvious high quality, and how it looked was
all beyond my expectations. This is an amazing new brand!”
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For more information and to order be sure to visit https://www.fervenzi.com. Stay part of the
conversation on Instagram @FERVENZIWEAR

Please follow this link to view your digital showcase on the Vogue Retail Fashion
Gallery: https://www.vogue.co.uk/gallery/vogue-retail-fashion-accessories?
image=5f6b000d70eacbfc64c116e7

About FERVENZI

A premium leather jacket brand that inspires authentic living in everyday life. Intricately
designed in the USA, thoughtfully crafted in INDIA, being sold around the WORLD. You
never have to sacrifice being-yourself to wear high-fashion. There is a movement in the
fashion industry to create and sell clothing that expresses and flatters the individual, not the
crowd. FERVENZI, is a forerunner in this paradigm by creating a brand the combines
sincerity with luxury. Too often high-fashion is assimilated with impertinence and brash
attitudes. Our philosophy is to be fearlessly authentic. Our principle is written into every
jacket we design — the jacket compliments the individual, not the masses.
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